
THE NATIONAL SCHOOLS’ RACKETS COMPETITION – QUEENS CLUB, LONDON 2019 
 
Alex Renwick Renny Cup 1st Round v Hope (Harrow) Mon 1.30pm Won 15/11, 15/4 
Alex Renwick Renny Cup 2nd Round v C. Barker (Marlborough) Mon 5pm Won 15/11, 15/4 
Undoubtedly the match of the tournament so far saw two high quality players at the top of their games. Representing 
St John’s and a product of the local evening club, Alex has trained with the team lots this term and is well liked and 
respected by all. A great advert for College links with the local community. Ben Hope from Harrow, one of their fancied 
1st Pair, was as tough a first round draw as he could have been given. Surprisingly unseeded, he posed a real threat to 
Alex’s status as number 4 seed. The duo contested some exquisite rallies at breath-taking pace with some incredible 
retrieving from both players. Despite trailing 4/7 at one point, some very intelligent serving enabled Alex to pull away 
from his talented opponent and he refused to let him back in the contest, pulling away beautifully in the second game. 
A fantastic performance.  
Alex maintained his composure against a spirited Casper in the second Round. He now faces an awkward Pauline 
(conqueror of Ollies Munn & Light) in the last sixteen on Wednesday evening. 
 
Alex Renwick U18 Renny Cup 3rd Round v B. Samuelson (St Paul's) Wed 6.30pm Won 15/6, 15/4 
Alex overcame a potential banana skin with relative ease. His Pauline opponent (generally erratic, but prone to the 
occasional exquisite winner) quickly realised that Alex was a far superior player and that his best hope was to try and 
wind him up. Alex remained ice cool despite any such attempts being egged on by St Paul’s boys in the gallery. These 
included unnecessary over celebrating of winning shots and frequent requests for a new ball. It was an impressive 
display of mental toughness and a sense of job done. He is now through to the quarter final where he plays a 
Carthusian at 7.30pm tomorrow evening. 
 
Alex Renwick U18 Renny Cup Quarter Final v J. Taylor (Charterhouse) Thurs 7.30pm Won 6/15, 15/6, 15/11 
Through to the quarter final, Alex won a very exciting match. Two almost identical players, both lovely stroke players, 
excellent retrievers and accurate servers. Alex started a little slowly and the Carthusian took the first game, buoyed 
by plenty of Charterhouse support in the gallery. At 11/11 in the deciding game, Alex was able to pull away and injected 
more pace into the game at just the right time. It was a great contest and a shame that there had to be a loser. A 
shining example of how the game should be played with terrific sportsmanship on both sides. Alex progresses through 
to the semi-final (best of 5 games) against the 1st seed from St Paul’s at 7pm tomorrow. There is likely to be more 
partisan West London support for his opponent in the gallery so please come along and support him if you are close 
by. 
  
So that ends Marlburian interest for this campaign at Queen’s, but we have a semi-finalist from St John’s representing 
the Marlborough community. Very much a Wakely prodigy, we will all be behind Alex tomorrow evening – good luck! 
 
Alex Renwick U18 Renny Cup Semi Final v D. Conrad (St Paul's) 1 Fri 7pm Won 15/7, 11/15, 15/0, 4/15, 15/10 
Alex Renwick of St John’s School, Marlborough will contest the 2019 Renny Cup Final at 11am tomorrow. In a helter-
skelter of a match both players had their dominant spells, as the Bridgeman Court witnessed one of the classic semi-
finals. Alex took a moment or two to settle into a rhythm before taking the first game with relative comfort, repelling 
the particularly hard-hitting No.1 seed (so much so that he broke a racket while connecting with the side wall) with 
well-timed returns into the corners. The Pauline bounced back sharply in the second to make it 1-1, before Alex 
“doughnutted” him in the third. The game was actually closer than the score line suggests with plenty of serve rotation, 
but Alex was ruthless in not letting his rival get a sniff. However, the tournament favourite was nothing if not resilient 
and bounced back strongly in the fourth game taking a 10/2 lead from which Alex was unable to recover. At 2-2 the 
thrilling contest was set up for a fitting finale and it did not disappoint. Cheered on by a predictably boisterous 
(bordering on boorish!) St Paul’s crowd in the gallery, their head banded hero raced into a 9/1 then 10/4 lead with 
some deadly accurate serving, and Alex was up against it. However, showing phenomenal character, he dug deep and 
somehow found the reserves to fight back. With vocal encouragement from the Renwick family, Tinka (NC Re), Mrs 
Barber and younger sister (West London locals and partisan supporters at my request!) and with the majority of the 
neutrals very much on his side, he gradually accumulated crucial points, clawing his way back and then edging into a 
vital lead which he did not relinquish. He let out a jubilant shout of celebration following his winning backhand down 
the line – well played! His opponent in the final will be Max Sutton of Cheltenham, a consistent, competitive and 
hardworking player. The very best of luck Alex! 
 
 
Alex Renwick U18 Renny Cup FINAL v M. Sutton (Cheltenham) Sat 11am Won 15/13, 15/3, 16/13 



The Marlborough Rackets community has a new champion. Congratulations to Alex Renwick, representing St John’s 
School, on winning the 2019 Renny Cup. Alex won this morning’s final in more straight forward fashion, defeating his 
Cheltonian opponent in three straight games. He took a tight first game after trailing 6/10 at one stage, and then broke 
away convincingly in the second refusing to let his competitor back in. He then recovered from 1/9 and 10/13 in the 
third game to take it to set, seizing his first match point to win the tournament. He was in dominant mood, varying 
the pace and playing some magnificent passing shots into the corners. Alex was a popular champion among the 
Queen’s fraternity, receiving lots of congratulations. It was fitting that Archie Del Mar (on the way to the Chelsea 
match) and Jamie Porter were present to support their friend who they often train alongside. A word about defeated 
finalist Max Sutton from Cheltenham; who was a gentleman on court, with sporting gestures such as owning up to 
balls that were not up and clapping good shots by Alex on a couple of occasions – a great ambassador for his school 
where the Rackets culture is a very positive one. Robert Wakely, the Renny Cup champion 43 years ago, spoke at the 
presentation about Alex’s involvement in the game and how this had come about. His father Rob Renwick was one of 
the founding members of the Marlborough Rackets evening club in 1985 and since then has played frequently. Alex 
grew up watching his dad and came to enjoy the game himself. He has played after school with Marlburians in recent 
years - another beneficiary of the Wakely coaching method. He is delightful in nature - quiet and modest, but has a 
steely competitive streak that shone through this week. Alex is also a national league Hockey player with Bath 
Buccaneers and he hopes to go to University there. A very proud moment for St John’s, the College and the town of 
Marlborough – Well done! 
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